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One of the largest campaigns on ooh in August 
was the Three.ie activity to launch its 4G 
network around the country. 

The telecoms company, who recently acquired O2 
Ireland, is using a large multi-format national campaign 
with localised creative to highlight the speed of the 4G 
offering. For instance, in Dublin the designs refer to the 
Liffey while in Cork reference is made to local phrases 
and street names. PML’s Pinpoint mapping system was 
crucial to ensuring relevant sites and creative matched. 

A major product initiative such as the 4G roll out requires 
a strong and visible advertising campaign to back it up 
and out of home media provided this via a number of 
channels. These included large format 48 Sheets and 96 
Sheets, 6 Sheets in the form of Adshel and Commuter 
Points and transport formats such as Forward Stems in 
Dublin and City Impacts outside the capital. The commuter 
targeting also took in Luas passengers via internals in the 
tram carriages and digital Transvision screens in bus and 
rail stations.

MediaVest and PML worked together on the planning 
and buying of the campaign while Boys & Girls were 
responsible for the design of the posters.

3 + 4G + 48 Sheets proves a good formula for ooh 
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Sky’s the limit on out of home for 7UP’s 
Balloon Street
7UP Free took a refreshingly original approach to out of home in August, with the 
launch of 7UP Balloon Street on Coppinger Row in Dublin’s city centre.

Passers-by on Coppinger Row enjoyed a vibrant, colourful 
installation of hot air balloons in green, yellow, red and 
white. These balloons were also showcased throughout the 
night with specially designed LED lights illuminating the 
street.

The street had the colourful balloons from the 2nd to 8th of 
August. The launch of Balloon Street was celebrated on the 
August Bank Holiday weekend, with passers-by receiving 
a free bottle of 7UP Free Tropical Splash when they visited 
Balloon Street. 

Competitions were also incorporated into the campaign 
using social media sites. 7UP Free also teamed up with 
FM104 to give their listeners a chance to win a trip to South 
America. Hot air balloons were strategically placed around 
well-known areas in Dublin, such as Dublin City University, 
the National Aquatic Centre and The O2, and people had to 

guess where the balloons were located when pictures of 
them at various places were posted on Twitter. 

The soft drink brand also ran a Twitter competition where they 
asked passers-by to guess how many balloons there were 
on Coppinger Row using the hashtag ‘#7UPBalloonStreet’ 
with the winner receiving a GoPro 3+ camera.

The installation was a central part of 7UP Free’s ‘Refreshingly 
Original’ summer campaign and other ooh formats used in 
the promotion include 48 Sheets, 96 Sheets, Adshel, Golden 
Squares and Super Rears. The creative focused on showing 
Dublin/Irish landmarks with a 7UP Free slant.

This campaign was planned by OMD and PML, with creative 
by Irish International and special installation by Eclipse 
Media and Ambient Plus.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nw3muglNG9s
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The new football season has brought fresh impetus to the highly competitive battle for 
subscribers to TV supply services. 

UPC took to out of home in August to showcase their very 
attractive offer of Sky Sports for €1 for six months when 
new subscribers join the company. 

Two separate designs are used in the promotion and are 
visible on 48 Sheets, Golden Squares, Metropoles, 6 Sheets, 
Aircoach and Dublin Bus Super Rears. 

Out of home is ideally suited to delivering a straightforward 
message to a wide audience in a short space of time. A 48 
Sheet also made an appearance in the accompanying TV ad. 
Click image below to view. The ooh campaign was created 
by Irish International and planned by Carat and PML.

upc €1 offer a hit on the streets 

http://vimeo.com/103846527
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Carlsberg marked the return of the Premier 
League football season with a multi-format ooh 
campaign that incorporated large format, 6 Sheets 
and bus Forward Stems. The brand is the official 
beer of the Premier League and in its creative it 
encourages fans to come together and share the 
‘first hat-trick of the season’. The campaign is the 
latest in a series of bursts by Carlsberg supporting 
its association with football.

Although the beers sector is slightly down on ooh 
in 2014, the second half of the year  is traditionally 
stronger as it includes the summer months and 
Christmas.

The Carat and Source out of home planned 
campaign was created by Irish International.

out of home helps Carlsberg reach the goal

United Biscuits goes crackers for out of home
Adshel, Adbox and Purchase Points, along with digital 
dPods, combined to showcase Carr’s Crackers and 
Crispbread range in cycle 17. The creative for the United 
Biscuits brands, by DDFH&B, featured strong branding 
and an enticing product shot to draw the attention of 
the passing Irish public.

The biscuit sector has seen an 86% increase in display 
value in 2014, compared to the same period in 2013. 
(PML Group Posterwatch)

The Carr’s activity was planned by MediaVest with PML.
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Kronenbourg 1664 has made a welcome return to the out of home scene. 

The highest selling French beer brand in the world is being 
sold in Ireland by Diageo since late 2013. Cycle 17 marked 
the first appearance by the brand on out of home in Ireland 
for more than 20 years and an example of their previous 
work can be seen below. 

The current campaign can be seen on Adshel and Metropanel 
6 Sheets, Pub A1 units and on the Upright panel in Donnybrook, 
Dublin. 

Carat and Source out of home planned the campaign with 
creative by John Street.

Green bottle on the wall 

Flashback

Hard to believe, but it’s eight years since the Ryder Cup was 
held at the K-Club. With the biennial event taking place in 
a month’s time in Scotland, we were reminded of some of 
the ooh advertising which promoted the 2006 version. O2 
were at the heart of the action, with a station domination 
and wrapped bus, featuring Padraig Harrington, among the 
activity centred around golf’s biggest showcase.

These pictures are one of over 85,000 that our Posterwatch 
database has on record, stretching back over three decades. 
For further details on Posterwatch feel free to give us a call.
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Use irrational thinking to improve 
your marketing strategy
Louise Topham, Account Manager, Bpi Agency

What was your answer?

People often instinctively divide 48 days in half, assuming that the 
answer is 24 days, without really thinking about what the question 
asked. As the patch doubles in size every day, the correct answer is 
47 days.

This type of instant problem solving doesn't always provide us with 
the correct conclusion and is considered by economic professionals 
to be irrational.

How does this irrationality influence the consumer when making 
decisions? And how can we as marketing experts use them?

A 30% discount is often hard for consumers to calculate. Change the 
offer to a 3 for 2, and the average shopper will put an extra 2 items 
in their basket. The consumer feels like they have gained a free item, 
but have actually spent more than if they’d gone for the 30% discount.

Conversely, although consumers are unlikely to admit to wanting to 
pay more, a higher price is often associated with greater value or 
quality. Assuming that reducing the price will increase demand can 
be very costly, as in the case of Parker pens. When they reduced the 
price of their most popular pen to match lower priced competitors, 
they saw sales plummet further as consumers no longer deemed the 
pen valuable enough to give as a gift.

Another common heuristic is the status quo. This is a preference for 
the current state of affairs, with any change being perceived as a loss. 
Aviva understand this and their latest campaign offering 1 year’s free 

How rational was the last decision you made? The fact is that we seldom use our rational 
brains when making every day decisions.
More often than not, we use what we think we know, or what we have experienced before, to help us make many of our 
decisions. This is known as heuristics and it allows us to come to conclusions quickly without having to think too deeply. For 
daily decisions, this is usually a seamless brain process that we are mostly unaware of.

By understanding more about these heuristics through behavioural science, we can use them to our advantage in marketing.
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Use irrational thinking to improve your marketing strategy

life cover to new parents is a great example. Customers who 
take up this initial offer are far less likely to cancel the policy 
after the first year, as not having the insurance would feel 
like a loss, even though it may not have been something they 
would have taken up in the first place.

Another interesting example of human irrationality is NHS 
no-shows. Their poster campaign to reduce the number of 
no-shows actually had the reverse affect. Publicising the fact 
that large numbers of people miss appointments normalised 
the behaviour, and as a result, no-shows increased because 
people knew that everybody else was doing it. This is known 
as the norming heuristic. To use norming in an advantageous 
way, brands often state how many of their products are 
sold per minute. This gives consumers the confidence that 
everyone else is purchasing the product so it must be fine for 
them to do so too.

So there you have it. When planning campaigns we 
need to consider the usual data and user research, 
but we also need to think about the psychology 
of consumers. Don't assume rational thought, it's 
irrationality that drives us.

ooh I Like... Bulmers Original – Love Bulmers 
A campaign which has stood 
out for me lately was Bulmers 
Original – Love Bulmers.

With a simple, colourful and 
eye catching creative, it really 
captured the feeling of summer 
and portrayed the brand as 
current and relevant with a nice 
tie in with the music festival 
season. Now that’s an ice bucket 
challenge I could get into.

Oran Burke
IT Executive

C&C Group 
Creative: PROjekt // Media: Vizeum  
ooh Specialist: PML



DESIGN
 —

ANIMATE
 —

CREATE

Call: +353 1 668 2900                           Email: designplus@pmlgroup.ie

Design+ specialises in the design and animation of out of 
home and digital out of home advertising campaigns

Part of PML Group
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Team PML Group participated (reasonably well) in Carat’s charity 
softball tournament which this year was held in Wanderers 
Rugby Club last Thursday 21st August. Through the ‘Carathon’, 
over €15,000 was raised for Crumlin Children’s Hospital. The 
event attracted over 200 participants, made up of 17 media 
owner teams, as well as four Carat teams. 

The trophy was presented to the winning Carat team before Ciaran 
Cunningham was volunteered for the #IceBucketChallenge and 
duly drenched by Dave Winterlich with ice-cold water. Well done 
to all in Monkstown.

Last Friday 22nd August we checked out the latest leisure craze, Footgolf. 
Donning our argyle shirts and shin pads (we weren’t completely sure of the 
rules) we made our way to Deer Park, Howth. There was plenty of competition 
with mixed times battling it out for the 5th major.

Out and about
Carathon

Welcome to Robert Walsh who has 
joined the PML client service team as 
Account Executive. A keen footballer 
with Blessington GAA club, Robert 
previously worked in recruitment so we 
are delighted he has chosen outdoor 
advertising for his own career.

NEW 
STAFF 
AT 
PML
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Current Campaigns

Arnotts // Format: Metropanel  
Creative: Javelin // Media: Initiative 
ooh Specialist: PML

Aer Lingus // Format: City Impact  
Creative: Publicis // Media: MediaVest  
ooh Specialist: PML

AIB // Format: Adshel  
Creative: Rothco // Media: Starcom  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Sony Pictures // Format: Superside 
Creative: Irish International //  

Media: OMD //  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Mondeléz // Format: Retail Adtower 
Creative: Publicis // Media: PHD 

ooh Specialist: PML

Kellogg's // Format: Tesco Store Points  
Creative: Design+ // Media: Carat  

ooh Specialist: PML
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Current Campaigns

Valeo - Jacob's Crispbread // Format: Super Rear 
Creative: Havas Worldwide // Media: Starcom  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

20th Century Fox // Format: CommuterPoints  
Creative: Adept Advertising // Media: Vizeum  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Mars Ireland // Format: POPAds 
Creative: Irish International // Media: MediaVest 

ooh Specialist: PML

Adidas // Format: Mallscape  
Media: Carat  
ooh Specialist: PML

Argento // Format: Luas Column  
Creative: International //  
Media:  Ardmore Advertising // 
ooh Specialist: PML
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KATE Quick Eyeliner
The trendy make-up brand KATE TOKYO dominated a bus 
shelter to promote its quick eyeliner. The giant 3D eyeliner 
with die-cut brand name was built on the shelter top in 
downtown Hong Kong.

To deliver its product benefit, an eyeliner dummy with a 
wavy ribbon acting as a stroke of eyeliner was showcased.

The Non-violence Bus
In recent years violence in Mexico has 
increased considerably (drug trafficking, 
kidnapping etc.). The Non-Violence Project 
Foundation is a non-profit NGO that fights 
violence through education.

The idea was to build a bus; half prison-bus, 
half school bus with the message: “Violence 
ends when education begins”. With the help 
of kids and prisoners (actors), the bus was 
parked outside schools and drove around 
Mexico City interacting with the target 
audience. Click on the video icon to view 
video.

Agency:  McCann, Mexico

UNICEF Bulgaria: Making the 
Invisible visible  
Children who are victims of domestic violence wait with a sinking 
heart for their parents to come home in the evening. This UNICEF 
billboard literally throws light (and shadow) on this problem. As 
the evening comes and the street lights go on, a small silhouette 
casts on the billboard the shadow of the oppressor.

Agency: All Channels | Advertising, Sofia, Bulgaria

Bergqvist Shoes: Idol  
audition
"The first thing the jury will see is your shoes."  
An opportunistic footwear brand piggybacked on a 
fly poster campaign promoting the next edition of 
Swedish Pop Idol.

Agency: Spenat, Karlstad, Sweden

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=le8jS85ZAvY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dh5prydCTck
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The Subway Spa
It's very hot in New York at the moment and it 
gets even steamier down in the subway stations.
As there's no air conditioning in the underground 
stations, commuters are stifling so this 
improv group decided to turn the heat to their 
advantage - much to the bemusement of the 
other passengers.

Setting up shop in the hottest station of them 
all - NRQ platform at 34th Street. where 
temperatures reach 32° C - the troupe Improv 
Everywhere turned the platform into a luxury 
spa - with iced water, spritzes, sauna and lots 
of people wandering around in towels and flip-
flops.

Agency: Improv Everywhere

Bumbershoot: Rain-Activated ooh

Nutrella: Friendly Mirror
To launch the new concept for Bimbo’s 
Nutrella healthy and nutritious breads, 
Africa Zero - Agencia Africa’s business unit 
- created a mirror that compliments women. 
The brand whose slogan is "Awakens a smile 
in you," premiered an online film displaying 
the project. Filmed on the streets of Porto 
Alegre, it shows women passing in front of 
the mirror and being given real compliments, 
in real time. Which awoke not one, but many, 
smiles.

Agency: Africa, Sao Paulo

Seattle is known for two things: Rain and music. To promote 
Seattle's top music & arts festival, Bumbershoot, Publicis 
Seattle came up with an innovative ooh project that brings 
both of these elements to life in an interesting and impactful 
way through rain-activated advertising. The agency festooned 
city footpaths with water-activated paint messages.

Agency: Publicis, Seattle

McDonald's: Peach Shades
Summer can get pretty hot, so Cossette, Vancouver 
created ads that helped people cool down. Printed 
on blinds, the ads revealed our message using 
motion sensors giving people a cool moment, while 
promoting a refreshing snack that does the same.

Agency: Cossette Vancouver

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJUHcOC-KK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-ONb7aGmsE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agUF_53fmyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-ONb7aGmsE&feature=youtu.be
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/65126/McCafe-McDonalds-Peach-Shades
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Top Rated DesignsTop Recalled Campaigns

July 2014 // Cycle 14 - 15

Top Aimed at Me

1st

1st

2nd

80%

67%

66%

McDonald’s Quarter Pounder Deluxe  // 
Format: 6 Sheet //  
Creative: Cawley Nea/TBWA // 
Media: Mediaworks // 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Meteor  // Format: 48 Sheet  
Creative: Rothco // Media: Vizeum 
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Whiskas // Format: Purchase Point 
Creative: Irish International //    
Media: MediaVest // 
ooh Specialist: PML

Gum Litter Taskforce  // Format: 6 Sheet 
Creative: Focus Advertising //  
Media: MediaVest // 
ooh Specialist: PML

Denny Deli Style Ham //  
Format: 6 Sheet // 
Creative: DDFH&B // Media: Vizeum  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Corona Light // Format: 48 Sheet 
Creative: Hopkins Communications //  
Media: Hopkins Communications  // 
ooh Specialist: PML
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Top Products
July 2014 // Cycle 14 - 15

Media Agency: Vizeum // Creative: Rothco  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient Digital

1 Coca Cola - Share € 436k

2 Gum Litter Taskforce € 393k

3 Meteor - Pay as You Go € 343k

4 VHI Healthcare € 333k

5 McDonald's Core Products € 320k

6 Coors Light € 299k

7 HB - Good Bye Serious € 257k

8 Sky Difference € 236k

9 Smithwick's € 212k

10 Panadol Actifast € 211k

11 Transformers 4 - Paramount € 200k

12 The Natural Confectionery Company € 198k

13 Bulmers Original € 196k

14 Sol Beer € 188k

15 West Coast Cooler & Vodka € 175k

Display Value

Beers & Cider was the highest spending 
category in July with a display value of nearly 
€1.5 million. Leading campaigns within this 
category included Coors Light, Smithwick's 
and summer favourites Bulmers, Sol and 
Corona Light.

The resurgence of Finance continued as activity 
increased 160% year on year. VHI Healthcare 
was by far the largest brand within the sector 
with a 27% share of voice. Mortgage offerings 
by permanent tsb and Bank of Ireland along 
with AIB activity for car finance and business 
financing also contributed.

Soft Drinks ooh activity also more than 
doubled from 2013 with notable campaigns for 
Coca Cola, Coke Zero – Dublinbikes, 7Up Free 
Tropical Splash, Lucozade Energy and Capri 
Sun.

Outside of these the Gum Litter Taskforce, 
Meteor, McDonald’s and HB all had a strong 
presence on the streets in July.

The figures contained in this report are based on 
published Media Owner rate cards and refer to 
display values only. The figures are drawn from 
PML Group’s exclusive Posterwatch service, which 
monitors 100% of roadside and transport panels 
(interior and exterior) every two weeks; a total of over 
32,200 panels across IOI. The figures also include 
Ambient & Digital media. For further details on 15 
years of Posterwatch data please contact either:  
Colum colum@pmlgroup.ie or James james@
pmlgroup.ie

Diageo
Media: Carat // Creative: adam&eveDDB  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Gum Litter Taskforce 
Media: MediaVest // Creative: Focus Advertising  
ooh Specialist: PML

€k €100k €200k €300k €400k

Coca Cola - Share

Gum Litter Taskforce

Meteor - Pay as You Go

VHI Healthcare

McDonald's Core Products

Coors Light

HB - Good Bye Serious

Sky Difference

Smithwick's

Panadol Actifast

Transformers 4 - Paramount

The Natural Confectionery Company

Bulmers Original

Sol Beer

West Coast Cooler & Vodka

Small Format Large Format Transport
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Top Products
July 2014 // Cycle 14 - 15

Top Categories

1 Beers & Ciders € 1,426k

2 Tourism & Travel € 1,212k

3 Finance € 1,185k

4 Soft Drinks € 1,129k

5 Food € 1,128k

6 Telecoms € 1,063k

7 Confectionery & Snacking € 983k

8 Media € 921k

9 Films € 857k

10 Retail Outlets € 845k

11 QSRs € 799k

12 Political & Advisory € 658k

13 Health & Hygiene € 538k

14 Entertainment € 536k

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient Digital

Display Value

% Change on 2013

20th Century Fox
Media: Vizeum // Creative: Adept Advertising  
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

PepisCo
Media: OMD // Creative: Irish International 
ooh Specialist: PML

McDonald's
Media: Mediaworks // Creative:  Cawley Nea\TBWA   
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

€k €200k €400k €600k €800k €1,000k €1,200k €1,400k

Beers & Ciders

Tourism & Travel

Finance

Soft Drinks

Food

Telecoms

Confectionery & Snacking

Media

Films

Retail Outlets

QSRs

Political & Advisory

Health & Hygiene

Entertainment

Small Format Large Format Transport

-16%

-7%

+160%

+110%

+16%

-47%

+42%

-12%

-37%

-32%

+57%

-5%

+71%

+3%
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This September, TEDxDublin will return to the Bord Gáis 
Energy Theatre for another epic day of inspiring speakers 
and ideas worth spreading. The theme for 2014 is “New 
Landscapes”. Many of today’s most popular careers didn’t 
exist ten years ago. Our politics, our leisure time, and even 
large parts of continents and oceans are changing more 
rapidly than ever.  Businesses aren’t just innovating in their 
field, they are inventing entirely new industries. 

Science Gallery is delighted to be presenting TEDxDublin in 
the Bord Gáis Energy Theatre once again.  TED is an annual 
event where some of the world’s leading thinkers and 
doers are invited to share what they are most passionate 
about. “TED” stands for Technology, Entertainment, Design 
— three broad subject areas that are, collectively, shaping 
our future

For your chance to win a pair of tickets to this SOLD OUT 
event, simply answer the following question:

Who is organising this year’s TEDxDublin?

1) Science Gallery
2) MET Éireann
3) RTÉ 

Send your answers to: competitions@pmlgroup.ie

Closing date for entries is Wednesday 3rd September 
2014. 

Last Month’s Winner
Congratulations to Sarah Webb of OMD who won tickets to the 
Croke Park Classic American football game.

August
29th - 
31st

Electric Picnic. Stradbally Estate, Laois

29th -  
5th Oct 

Lisdoonvarna Match Making Festival. Clare

30th Croke Park Classic: Penn State vs UCF Knights 
Croke Park

September
5th – 7th Oscar Wilde Festival. Galway

7th GAA All Ireland Hurling Senior Championship 
Final. Croke Park

13th The Script. Dublin Castle

14th Liberty Insurance Senior Camogie Championship 
Final. TBC

19th – 
28th

Kinsale Arts Week.

20th – 
5th Oct

Oktoberfest. IFSC

21st GAA All Ireland Football Senior Championship 
Final. Croke Park

23rd – 
25th

National Ploughing Championship. Stradbally, 
Laois

October
4th Guinness PRO 12 Leinster v Munster. Aviva

11th Republic of Ireland v Gibraltar - EURO 2016 
Qualifier. Aviva

21st - 9th 
Nov

Shrek The Musical. Bord Gais Energy Theatre

22nd - 
2nd Nov

Wexford Festival Opera. Wexford Opera House

24th - 
27th

Cork Guinness Jazz Festival. TBC

26th Il Divo. The O2

CompetitionEvent Guide

Back Catalogue:
Click here to view previous issues!

NI Engage
To get monthly updates on latest ooh campaigns and new 
offerings in the Northern Ireland market click here to 
subscribe to NI Engage.
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